The impact of burning on the structure and mineral composition of bat guano
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Abstract: Here we addressed the question of whether burning of guano produces a characteristic suite of morphological changes and/or unique mineralogical products. The changes observed in our experimental burning of guano (both fresh and decayed) included colour change (blackening), grain size and morphological change (grain size generally reduced, morphology rendered generally less distinct), alteration of minerals by dehydration (e.g., gypsum to anhydrite, brushite to whitlockite), and production of new minerals or compounds (e.g., augelite, bayerite, giniite, graphite, oldhamite, strontium apatite, tridymite). The key morphological feature we found that may be diagnostic of burning was severe damage to crystals from rapid dehydration (cracks and striations, leading to eventual fragmentation). The key mineralogical feature we found was production of graphite. The high temperature exotic minerals that were produced (giniite, augelite, tridymite, oldhamite) were all found not to be high temperature obligate. Evidence gleaned from the literature suggests that a great number of the minerals associated with high temperatures can also be synthesized in low temperature settings such as weathering or microbial action (exemplified in the extremely complex biology and biochemistry of decaying guano). While the presence of any one of these minerals is not diagnostic of fire, it could be argued that the suite taken as a whole is moderately strong evidence for burning. In future studies, the chemistry of carbon aromaticity may prove to be the best diagnostic test for pyrolysis. A survey of the conditions under which documented spontaneous ignition occurs leads us to conclude that spontaneous ignition of guano inside a cave is an extremely unlikely event, and any suggestion/assertion to this effect should be rigorously supported.
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BACKGROUND

Although a relatively rare event, a few reports have been published in recent years mentioning burning of guano in caves. Oakley (1954), discussing burnt material in a South African cave, suggested that a human-created hearth set fire to underlying dry guano. Berna et al. (2012), from a similar situation in South Africa, demonstrate that the burnt remnants were of plants and bone rather than of guano. Martini (1994a, b, 1997) reports a “white, porous, and friable slag” from a cave in Namibia, probably from guano combustion, but with no indication if the fire was natural or anthropogenic. Urbani (1996) reports evidence of burned guano from two caves in Venezuela, but, again, with no indication of the initial cause of the fires (although, given that the date of commencement is known, this implies a human origin). One of the very few examples of a fire in a cave that might clearly be attributed to natural causes is lightning strike in cave entrances (Brain, 1967). While theoretically logical, and lightning is known to be attracted to the moist, conductive air of some cave entrances (Halliday, 1954), we could find no certified examples in the literature (e.g., anecdote suggests that lightning may have started a guano fire in a cave entrance near Blowout, Texas; however, another anecdote suggests that this fire was triggered by a thrown torch: San Antonio News, 2019). Perhaps the best known “guano” cave fire was the catastrophic destruction of Pleistocene ground sloth dung in Rampart Cave, Arizona, which burned for 9 months after being ignited by persons unknown in 1976 (Schmidt et al., 1992). Notably, the deposit, which was 1.5 m deep, overlying ancient bat guano, had survived ~30,000 years of active accumulation...
and 11,000 years of preservation (Long et al., 1974) without spontaneous combustion.

In spite of the subsequent copious references to this site in the literature (which falsely imply that natural fires in caves are common) there is apparently only one location where burned guano is asserted, with a reasonable evidence base, to have naturally spontaneously ignited – the Cioclovina Cave in Romania. The studies on the subject (Onac et al., 2002; Onac & White 2003; Onac & Effenberger, 2007; Onac et al., 2007) forward the suggestion (in the later publications changing more towards assertion than suggestion) that spontaneous ignition is the explanation for the guano fire – that “owing to microbial processes, the temperature inside the buried guano increased until spontaneous ignition led to its combustion” (Onac et al., 2006, 2007). While the evidence for spontaneous ignition is weak (perhaps indicated more by the absence of evidence for an anthropogenic cause), the evidence for guano having combusted is stronger. The key is the finding of the mineral berlinite – normally a high temperature mineral produced by the dehydration of variscite, taranakite and/or brushite – and, more recently (Onac et al., 2006), another typically high-temperature mineral – hydroxyellestadite – offering further indication that guano combustion might be a reasonable explanation for the suite of minerals found in this particular situation (although it must be noted that attempts to replicate these results, from the same sites, by Marincea and Dumitraş, 2005, failed to find these minerals). As ancillary (but somewhat vague) evidence of fire, Onac and White (2003) report finding charred material “in the vicinity”.

Another report of berlinite in a cave sediment is from decaying guano in Niah Great Cave, Borneo (McFarlane & Lundberg, 2018). Here, however, there is no evidence whatsoever for fire. McFarlane and Lundberg (2018) were the first to offer an alternative hypothesis for the presence of berlinite: rather than fire, it might instead have resulted from microbial biochemical alteration of variscite. In a slightly circular argument, some publications assume that burning must have occurred in order to explain the minerals found: the presence of berlinite has been interpreted as diagnostic of burning largely on the basis that the literature on materials and mineralogy suggests that berlinite is normally associated with high temperatures, typical of fire or metamorphism (e.g., Prado-Herrero et al., 2010, indicate that berlinite starts to form in temperatures above 100°C and is stable at higher than 550°C). As an example of such reasoning, Sauro et al. (2014), from guano deposits in a cave in Italy, found XRD evidence suggestive of berlinite but question that diagnosis on the assumption that berlinite must require high temperatures. However, we argue that, if microbial action can produce it, berlinite might not be diagnostic of fire, and other evidence would then be required to indicate the provenance. This led us to the question of how burned guano might otherwise be recognized.

The case of guano combustion in Cioclovina Cave does appear to be relatively well supported. However, this is just one example, and this cave is unique and chemically complex, in that it is not a tropical setting (the more common setting for large guano deposits), has huge deposits of phosphate 15-20 m thick, is also one of the richest deposits of fossil fragments in Europe (Dumitraş et al., 2008), and was extensively mined in the early 20th century. Moreover, Cioclovina Cave is located in central Europe where hominids have been making fires in caves for 500 millennia (Roebroeks, 2006; Roebroeks & Villa, 2011). Indeed, a 32.5 ka human skull has been found in the cave (Soficaru et al., 2007). This led us to question what burning of samples of guano from more common and simple settings would show.

Research aim

We suggest that natural spontaneous burning in a cave is an extremely unlikely occurrence and that this should not be posited unless corroborated by significant evidence (so, for example, the presence of berlinite alone should not be considered diagnostic unless accompanied by other evidences of burning, and evidence for the absence of anthropogenic activity). Furthermore, we theorize that a diagnosis of burning (rather than, for example, diagenesis caused by simple chemical or bacterial action) might be relatively easily confirmed by observation of features of the sediment. However, little is published about the effects of burning on the structure and mineral composition of the guano itself. One of the few descriptions that we could find is the Urbani (1996) report, from a cave in Venezuela, that the remnant of burnt guano presented as irregular “slag masses”, with metallic luster and amorphous under XRD (implying that no crystalline minerals were present).

Therefore, we set up a simple experiment to test the effects of ignition under several scenarios in order to simulate the natural conditions that might exist in the anoxic conditions of buried guano. We address two questions: i) how does burning affect the morphology of fresh or decayed guano (e.g., how much of the original morphology is preserved after burning); and ii) how does burning affect the mineralogy of fresh or decayed guano (e.g., does burning produce a suite of distinctive or diagnostic minerals)?

METHODS

Samples of fresh guano from insectivorous bats (predominantly *Hipposideros galeritus* and *H. cervinus*: Hall et al., 2002) were collected from Niah Great Cave, Sarawak, Borneo, and a yellow clayey residuum, the end-product of guano decay, from Deer Cave, Sarawak, Borneo. Based on Onac and White’s (2003) suggestion that berlinite in Cioclovina Cave must indicate burning at 350-600°C, our ignition was at 540°C for 18 hours. To simulate anoxic conditions (Onac & White, 2003, noted that the material was compacted and buried plus sealed under clay), we heated under a nitrogen atmosphere. To simulate burning of semi-decayed guano, we added various permutations of a mix of fresh guano with the clayey residuum. The burned materials were then compared
with the unburned controls. The tests included: fresh guano unburned and burned; clay residuum unburned and burned; fresh guano plus residuum (50:50) burned; and, since decaying guano-rock interactions often produce sulphates and phosphates (Audra et al., 2019), we burned guano plus reagent-grade CaSO$_4$ (50:50), and guano plus reagent-grade Ca(H$_2$PO$_4$)$_2$·H$_2$O.

Materials were examined under binocular microscope, scanning electron microscope (SEM) and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) at Carleton University Nano-Imagining Facility. X-ray diffraction was done by Attard XRD Services, San Diego, US, and one sample in the James Hutton Institute, Dundee, UK. Samples were run on a Philips XRD diffractometer using Copper K alpha radiation and equipped with a graphite diffracted beam monochromator, with power setting of 40 kV and 30 mA. Patterns were collected using continuous scans from 10 to 60° 2 theta at a step size of 0.02° 2 theta, a time per step of 0.25 sec and a scan speed of 0.08° 2 theta per sec.

RESULTS

Impact of burning on the morphology of guano: Effect of burning on fresh guano

Overall differences on the macro- and micro-scale

Figure 1 shows side-by-side, at the same scale, the macro-scale and the micro-scale differences between fresh and burnt guano. The most obvious difference is, of course, colour. The fresh guano has two basic features: i) yellow to dark-brown fragments, many translucent and shiny (several identifiable to the naked eye as insect cuticle); and ii) dark-brown, opaque, compact, elongate pellets. The burned guano is all black, the larger fragments still retaining much of the form and shiny surface, but the smaller particles largely dull and sooty. Grain size differences are also obvious, the fresh guano fragments typically 0.5 to 1.5 mm to a maximum of 3 mm. The burnt guano has lost much, but not lost all, of its structure: it does retain some large fragments, also up to about 3 mm maximum, but the majority of grains are smaller than 0.1 mm. The constituents show two obvious differences: the fresh guano includes bat hairs, fragments of plants (e.g., grasses and liverworts – probably fallen from the cave-dwelling swiftlet nests nearby) and fecal pellets; while in the burnt guano none of the easily-combustable material remains, only a few of the fragments are identifiable as insect remains, and no intact fecal pellets can be seen.

Impact on insect remains

Although burning does reduce much of the guano to non-descript, non-identifiable small grains, a surprising number of insect parts, although more-or-less damaged, do retain their integrity. The fresh material contains a greater variety of sizes of insect cuticle fragments, and generally larger. The maximum size of insect fragment documented during SEM imaging was about the same for both (1,700 µm) – implying that big pieces of insect are not as likely to be destroyed by burning as small ones. Figure 2 shows, side by side for comparison, insect parts that could
still be identified, although somewhat damaged, in the burnt material (e.g., head, eye, thorax). Although the general pattern seems to be that the smaller fragments in the burnt material are not preserved well enough to allow identification as to potential origin, a few examples were found where delicate material did survive the burning (Fig. 3).

Impact on fecal pellets
The bat fecal pellets (Fig. 4A, B) are elongate, with rounded tip, ~3 mm long by 1.2 mm wide, and made up of insect fragments, 100-200 µm in size, loosely clumped together, and (usually only remnants of) a thin, outer coating holding it together. Some of them included small well-rounded mini-pellets (rare, and only found in the fresh guano) 100-200 µm in diameter (probably from coprophagous insects: Wurster et al., 2015). The burnt material had very few remnants of fecal pellets, and the few found were broken.

Impact on nodules
As well as insect remains and fecal pellets, the guano has some nodules made up of unidentifiable fragments glued together with what appears to be clay. These are up to ~3 mm in all dimensions, and of lumpy form. These survive the burning well, although blackened, with morphology and frequency about the same in the fresh and the burnt material (Fig. 4C, D).

Impact of burning on the morphology of guano: Effect of burning on decayed guano
The clayey residuum from decayed guano shows no evidence of any insect parts, or of fecal pellets or of nodules. It is made up of more-or-less clumped

---

Fig. 2. Head of insect, with side-mounted compound eyes from (A) fresh guano, and (B) burned guano. Detail of compound eye and striations on carapace from (C) fresh guano, and (D) burnt guano. Preservation is better in the fresh material and the facets of the compound eye in the burnt material appear to have collapsed. Thorax of similar species from (E) fresh guano, and (F) damaged example from burnt guano

Fig. 3. Rare examples of delicate structures still apparent in burnt guano.
Fig. 4. Fecal pellets and clay nodules. A) Intact elongate fecal pellet (common) from the fresh material (the interesting feature with overlapping scales to the left is a liverwort, probably dropped from a swiftlet nest, tentatively identified as one of the sixty seven Frullania sp. that have been identified in Malaysia); B) Broken piece of fecal pellet (rare) from the burnt sample; C) Clay nodule from the fresh material; D) Clay nodule from the burnt material.

unidentified tiny particles and many crystals (details of which are presented in next section). Figure 5 shows an overview of the residuum. Burning had little visible effect on the overall morphology.

Fig. 5. Overview of clay residuum from decayed guano. This presents as a fine-grained powdery material, of mostly nondescript morphology (the flat crystals, identified as gypsum, have the clearest structure – more details below). No insect parts or fecal pellets are apparent. Burning has little effect on the overall morphology (A is unburned, B is burned).

Mineral components of guano

Mineral components of the fresh guano

The majority of the material in fresh guano is simply carbon-based organic, and non-crystalline. However, successful XRD analyses confirm the presence of crystals, and under SEM many clear crystals can be picked out.

Two main types of crystals are apparent. The most obvious are relatively large platy-tabular crystals (Fig. 6A). Although overshadowed in prominence by the large insect remains, these crystals can be found scattered around on surfaces. Many of these present as two plates side-by-side, looking rather like an open book (hence our moniker: “open-book” crystal). The “pages” are around 20-30 µm tall, and 15-20 µm wide. Each shows an interesting feature: thickening along the one side of the “page”. EDS results show almost balanced Ca and S, and negligible P (Table 1). Although this crystal morphology has rarely been illustrated in the literature, the interpretation as gypsum – Ca(SO₄)·2H₂O – was confirmed by XRD (Table 2).

The other major crystalline component is tiny lenticular-acicular crystals that in places form a mat between larger particles and are scattered on many surfaces (Fig. 6B). These are on average 1 to 5 microns long, and ~0.1 microns thick. EDS results show almost balanced Ca and P, and negligible S. This result is most consistent with brushite – Ca(PO₃OH)·2H₂O – a commonly reported component of guano (Hill & Forti, 1997), or perhaps whitlockite – Ca₉Mg(PO₃OH)(PO₄)₆ – reported as dominant in Niah Great Cave guano by Wurster et al. (2015). Most of the published images of brushite crystals show a blunt-ended acicular to tabular form. Ours are very small and taper at the ends. However, the crystal form of brushite varies greatly with conditions of formation (such as pH and concentration of HPO₄ ions and Ca ions: Suryawanshi & Chaudhari, 2014; Toshima et al., 2014; Malikova et al., 2018).

XRD analysis also reports a small component of quartz – SiO₂. However, no obvious quartz crystals were observed under SEM. This may represent dust brought in on bat pelage (Wurster et al., 2015) or phytoliths from the guts of the bat-ingested herbivorous insects (Parr, 2006; Rodriguez-Cintas & Cabanes, 2017). However, because the silica of phytoliths, being non-crystalline (Yang et al., 2020) and thus not detectable by XRD, the phytoliths may have dissolved and been re-precipitated.

Mineral components of the decayed guano

The fine-grained clayey residuum was unstable under the electron beam of the SEM, and thus
Fig. 6. SEM of the crystalline components of the fresh guano (note difference in scale). A) Large platy crystals of gypsum; B) Small acicular crystals identified by EDS as most likely brushite.

Table 1. EDS results on large (A) crystals and small (B) crystals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Atomic %</th>
<th>Ratio to Ca</th>
<th>Atomic %</th>
<th>Ratio to Ca</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Large platy crystals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresh</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>71.2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burnt</td>
<td>62.4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Small acicular crystals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresh</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burnt</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. XRD results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Mineral/Compound Name</th>
<th>Chemical Formula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guano – not burned</td>
<td>Gypsum</td>
<td>Ca(SO₄)₂·2H₂O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td>SiO₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guano – burned</td>
<td>Anhydrite</td>
<td>Ca(SO₄)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gypsum</td>
<td>Ca(SO₄)·2H₂O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variscite</td>
<td>Ca(PO₃)·2H₂O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fe²⁺Fe³⁺(PO₄)₃(OH)·2H₂O</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ca₉Mn₅PO₁₀(OH)₁₀</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decayed guano – not burned</td>
<td>Gypsum</td>
<td>Ca(SO₄)·2H₂O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brushite</td>
<td>Ca(PO₄)·2H₂O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variscite</td>
<td>Al(OH)₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decayed guano – burned</td>
<td>Anhydrite</td>
<td>Ca(SO₄)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brushite</td>
<td>Ca(SO₄)·0.5H₂O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bayerite</td>
<td>Ca(PO₄)·2H₂O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Al(OH)₃</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guano + Decayed guano + CaSO₄ – burned</td>
<td>Anhydrite</td>
<td>Ca(SO₄)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low-Mg calcite¹</td>
<td>Ca₉Mn₅PO₁₀(OH)₁₀</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bassanite</td>
<td>Ca(SO₄)·0.5H₂O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Augelite</td>
<td>Al(PO₄)·OH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tridymite</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guano + Ca(H₂PO₄)₁·H₂O – burned</td>
<td>Graphite</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strontium-&quot;apatite&quot;²</td>
<td>Sr₅(PO₄)₃(OH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Calcite</td>
<td>Ca(SO₄)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oldhamite</td>
<td>CaS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Calcium metaphosphate</td>
<td>CaPO₄</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹The designations “High-Mg” calcite, or “Low-Mg” calcite do not appear in the IMA list of minerals (IMA, 2021). However, since calcium can be substituted by Mg to varying extents, the terms are regularly used in the literature; e.g., see discussion in Stanienda-Pilecki (2018).

²The compound strontium hydroxide phosphate may be called Strontium-“apatite”, a term that is not IMA approved but, because Sr substitutes for Ca in the apatite group of minerals, is often used in the literature (e.g., Chakhmouradian et al., 2002). It is used thus here, but in quotation marks because apatite is not a single mineral.

inimical to acquiring high-quality images at higher magnifications. The particle sizes range from <1 µm up to about 50 µm, the smaller ones of indeterminate form, the larger ones of crystalline form. The majority of the large crystals are gypsum – of the same “open-book” form with thickened ends (Fig. 7A) as in the fresh guano, and about the same dimensions, but much more common. XRD confirmed gypsum as the most common component. Less common are larger crystals, up to about 50 µm in length, and almost fibrous in appearance (Fig. 7B). The identification as most likely brushite (cf Fig. 5 of Tămaș, et al., 2014; Onac, pers. comm., 2020) was confirmed by XRD analysis. The aluminum phosphate mineral, variscite, was identified by XRD, although not observed by SEM.
Impact of burning on the mineral components

The burnt guano shows only a few crystalline forms scattered about (at about the same frequency as in the fresh). Several examples of the “open-book” large platy-tabular crystals were found. However, these were more-or-less damaged (Fig. 8A). XRD analysis indicated anhydrite rather than gypsum. The cracked and striated appearance of the plates indicates the process of dehydration/alteration. Many of the small particles can be seen to be fragmentary remains of the breakup of the platy crystals. EDS showed the same proportion of Ca and S as in the fresh material, but less oxygen (which is consistent with loss of H$_2$O). XRD analysis indicated anhydrite (Table 2).

The burnt guano also has the tiny acicular crystals (Fig. 8B) scattered around on surfaces and in places forming a thin mat which fills gaps (in the same general distribution as the fresh guano). These have roughly the same appearance, distribution, and size as in the fresh guano, but again are damaged in that they look less clean, and a little more fragmented along their long axes. EDS analysis showed the same 1:1 proportion of Ca and P, but less oxygen than in the fresh material – again consistent with loss of H$_2$O, and more consistent with whitlockite than brushite, a judgement confirmed by XRD results (Table 2).

The XRD results indicated gypsum as the dominant mineral in the non-burnt material (both fresh guano and decayed guano residuum) with just a little quartz in the fresh guano. The most obvious impact of burning was to transform the gypsum to anhydrite, the most abundant mineral in the burnt material. The brushite was transformed to whitlockite. The decayed guano already has brushite and variscite. Burning transformed the aluminium phosphate of the variscite to the aluminium hydroxide of bayerite.

A few other interesting minerals/compounds were produced by burning. The burn test of fresh guano alone yielded small quantities of the iron phosphate mineral giniite, and High-Mg calcite (see footnote to Table 2 for discussion of mineral terminology). Mixing fresh and decayed guano with reagent CaSO$_4$ yielded the aluminum phosphate augelite (presumably from the transformation of variscite), and the silicon dioxide tridymite (presumably from the transformation of quartz). The final test, adding reagent Ca(H$_2$PO$_4$)$_2$·H$_2$O yielded graphite, strontium-“apatite”, calcite, and the calcium sulfide mineral, oldhamite (presumably by loss of all H and O from gypsum), in addition to the Ca(PO$_4$)$_2$ produced by loss of H$_2$O from the added reagent.

DISCUSSION

Colour

The presence of blackened materials may be a good clue to burning (e.g., see Kaal et al., 2021). However, colour alone may not be diagnostic. For example, humification through aerobic microbial activity yields dark brown material (Hänninen, 2017); Sebela et
al. (2015) discuss various black deposits in caves of Slovenia, some from natural microorganism activity and some from human activity; Shahack-Gross et al. (2004) describe a horizon of microbially-decomposed guano that is black; Urbani (1996) reports hydroxyapatite layers in Venezuela as dark-brown to black; Audra et al. (2019) note that vertical leaching of Mn compounds may form a black accumulation horizon; and Gázquez et al. (2011) describe black horizons of Mn-Fe deposits in Spain.

**Morphology and composition of guano**

The guano chosen is a nondescript insectivorous bat guano similar to the many published accounts of guano from geologically-simple limestone cave settings. The overall appearance of our guano is not significantly different from published descriptions: e.g., Shahack-Gross et al. (2004) describe insectivorous bat guano from four cave sites in Israel as dark in colour, composed of small fecal pellets, mainly of chitin, with some clay, and some microscopic crystals of brushite. Similarly, the minerals in our guano and decayed guano residuum are consistent with the standard minerals widely reported from guano (e.g., gypsum, whitlockite, hydroxyapatite, brushite, ardealite, monetite, tarañakite, crandallite, and variscite: Hill & Forti, 1997; Onac & Forti, 2011; Queffelec et al., 2018).

**Morphology of crystals**

Although not directly significant for this study, the morphology of these gypsum crystals is interesting (“open-book” with rimmed edges), and, judging from the scarcity of comparable forms in the literature, appears to be somewhat rare. It is well known that gypsum can take on a great variety of crystal shapes. However, our exhaustive search for examples of natural gypsum crystals of similar form to ours turned up very few: one is from De Waele et al. (2017) showing anhydrite from the mineralogically-extraordinary salt caves in the Atacama Desert, with tabular form somewhat similar to ours, but appearing to lack the rimmed edge. The details of form and synthetic production methods are of great interest to material scientists: in one example, picked out of legion, Bard and Bilal (2011) document the changes in morphology with temperature change, pH change, rate of introductions of calcite suspension, etc. Of the synthetic examples in the literature, the closest we could find to our form was precipitated in presence of a phosphatic additive (specifically, sodium-hexameta-phosphate: Rahman, 2013) – perhaps close to the natural process of biological digestion of guano in the presence of calcium and sulphate.

**Damaged crystals**

The damage to the gypsum crystals (cracks and striations followed by breakage of crystals rather than slow re-crystallization to the new mineral) is most likely related to the rapidity of the dehydration – and this damage might be one of the key features by which burning may be recognized. Published images of anhydrite crystals from caves do not show such damage; for example, the images of anhydrite from slow evaporation in the Atacama Desert (De Waele et al., 2017) do not show crystal damage such as we have seen. Transformation of gypsum to bassanite and finally to anhydrite is reported as beginning at about 100°C (Cressey, 2005), with complete transformation by 600°C (Kilic & Kilic, 2007). While the overall crystal morphology differs from ours, Leskeviciene et al. (2010) show similarly cracked and damaged crystals of anhydrite, from burning of gypsum at 800-900°C.

**Differentiating burnt guano from decayed guano**

From the suite of minerals produced, it may be difficult to distinguish burning of guano from simple decay of guano over time (in combination with microbial action and rock-interactions). Decay processes produce a wide variety of authigenic minerals, including gypsum. The suite of minerals produced at various stages of guano decay generally contains complex phosphates, of which the most common are hydroxyapatite, brushite, ardealite, tarañakite and variscite (Audra et al., 2019). For example, Queffelec et al. (2018) report minerals from the decay of insectivorous bat guano in France to include hydroxyapatite, brushite, ardealite, tarañakite as well as gypsum, francoanellite, monetite, and newberyite. Wurster et al. (2015) found gypsum, bassanite, leucophosphate, spheniscidite, and variscite in guano of Borneo (although that study was complicated by the intermingling of bat and swiftlet bird guano). Whitlockite, spheniscidite, montgomeryite are also reported from various sites, some of which are complicated by the presence of ash and bone material (Karkanas et al., 2002; Shahack-Gross et al., 2004; Dumitraș et al., 2008).

In considering the list above, it is apparent that most of the minerals we found (gypsum, brushite, variscite, whitlockite, bassanite, Sr-“apatite”) are simply those produced by guano alteration and interactions with rock, and are thus not diagnostic of burning. The other minerals/compounds found in the burnt material are discussed below.

**Minerals produced by burning**

The most controversial question is whether the minerals produced by burning are diagnostic, and, to a lesser extent, whether fire can be deduced from the presence of just one significant mineral, or if more than one should be required. The search for an infallible diagnostic mineral is fraught with danger because several of the exotic minerals associated with high temperatures can also be produced at low temperatures by bacterial mediation or weathering (see below). Note that the absence of literature about weathering or microbial action in the synthesis of a particular mineral may only be ancillary support for an obligate high temperature origin; alternatively, it may simply imply that this has not yet been studied/reported.

The guano-burning experiment reported here produced a few interesting minerals (but neither of the two high temperature minerals reported from Cioclovina Cave, berlinit and hydroxyellestadite).
We investigated whether these might be potential contenders for a diagnostic fire-indicator mineral.

- **Giniite**: Burning fresh guano alone, in addition to the obvious crystal damage to the crystals (both of gypsum and of brushite), yielded the iron phosphate hydroxide mineral giniite, Fe$_2$Fe$^{3+}$(PO$_4$)$_2$(OH)$_2$2H$_2$O, a mineral not reported from any cave setting. It was not discovered until 1980, in association with pegmatites (Mindat, 2021a) and is synthetically prepared hydrothermally (e.g., 250°C, Gonçalves et al., 2017). While this mineral is obviously created in high temperature situations, it is also found in association with biological systems. For example, it is found in iron-rich sediments in Yellowstone acidic thermal springs (Mathur et al., 2007), in association with a diverse array of gram-positive iron oxidizers. The mineral can also be synthesized at low temperatures, by microbial mats in polysaccharide matrix. Nedkov et al. (2016) used biotechnology to create biogenic ferrian giniite based on laboratory cultivated *Leptothrix* bacteria (taken from a mountain stream), cultivated in medium for 14 days at 20°C. Thus giniite cannot be considered as diagnostic of burning.

- **Bayerite**: Burning decayed guano alone yielded the aluminium hydroxide bayerite, Al(OH)$_3$. This is the monoclinic polymorph of the aluminium hydroxide gibbsite – an important component of bauxite. Although rare in nature, it is found typically as weathered crusts on bauxite (Mindat, 2021b). It forms in neutral to alkaline conditions, in soils (Scheinost, 2005), and is thus not an indicator species for high temperatures. Its closely-related polymorph, gibbsite, is extremely common in caves, usually in bauxite regions (Hill & Forti, 1997).

- **Augelite**: Burning guano with added CaSO$_4$ yielded the aluminium phosphate augelite, Al$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$(OH)$_2$. This is typically formed by metamorphism of phosphate-bearing sediments and hydrothermal ore deposits, is related to variscite, and occurs in association with berlinite (Anthony et al., 2000). Berlinite breaks down at lower temperatures to augelite. While we did not find any publications claiming the direct creation of augelite from bacterial action, most publications on phosphorites emphasise the importance of bacterial mats (e.g., Dar et al., 2017). Augelite has not been reported from any cave, but has been reported in soils and sediments: weathering in alkaline environments yields augelite, although rare, as the end product (from wavellite) of interaction of clay minerals with phosphate solutions (Nriagu, 1976); and lateritic weathering of calcium fluorapatite in soils creates augelite, amongst other minerals (Flicoteaux & Lucas, 1984). Thus augelite may form at both high and ambient temperatures.

- **Tridymite**: Burning guano with added CaSO$_4$ also yielded the silicate tridymite, SiO$_2$. This is a high temperature polymorph of quartz and common in volcanic rocks, but can form at lower temperatures (Deer et al., 2004; Mindat, 2021c) in cavities infillings, and marine sedimentary rocks. Hill and Forti (1997) also note that it can form at low temperatures, for example, during phosphatization of clay minerals.

- **Strontium “apatite”**: Burning guano with added Ca(H$_2$PO$_4$)$_2$·H$_2$O yielded Sr–“apatite”, Sr$_2$(PO$_4$)$_3$(OH) (or strontium hydroxyapatite: e.g. Ma et al., 2018). Strontium is one of the most common substitutes in the apatite mineral group (Rakovan and Hughes, 2000). Strontium “apatite” is associated with alkali pegmatites but is not high temperature obligate: e.g., Ma et al. (2018) synthesised it at 30–50°C.

- **Oldhamite**: Burning guano with added Ca(H$_2$PO$_4$)$_2$·H$_2$O also yielded the calcium sulphide, oldhamite, CaS. Although reported from hydrothermal caves (Hill & Forti, 1997) and created by thermal metamorphism of calcite in carbonaceous meteorites (Haberle & Garvie, 2017), oldhamite might still not be diagnostic of burning, since, as Hill and Forti (1997) note, anaerobic bacterial reduction can reduce sulphates to sulphites. For example, sulphate-reducing bacteria are being used to remediate gypsiferous soils, or gypsum waste (Kijjananapanch et al., 2014).

- **Graphite**: Burning guano with added Ca(H$_2$PO$_4$)$_2$·H$_2$O also yielded graphite. Graphite might well be the only mineral that is relatively unambiguously indicative of burning. We found only one report of graphite in guano that is not associated with burning: Bird et al. (2007) reported, from a cave in the Philippines, that lithogenic graphite, from weathering of the marble walls of the cave, contributed some graphite to the guano. Otherwise graphite is always indicative of fire, usually anthropogenic, and usually of materials, such as wood or grass, introduced to the cave (as indicated, for example, by the phytoliths found therein: Sudbury, 2010). Note that the mineral graphite is not a single crystal, but has a complex crystallographic structure and includes several unstructured carbon phases. XRD is not the most effective tool for detection of many phases of carbon. Note also that XRD results may be indicative of graphene or graphite-like micro-crystalline substances rather than true graphite. We are relatively confident that our XRD spectrum, with a clear set of peaks rather than generalized wide hills (e.g., Popova, 2017), is not of graphite, but it may represent graphite-like micro crystals.

The conclusion to this part of the study is that, of the potential high temperature minerals/compounds we created (giniite, bayerite, augelite, tridymite, strontium “apatite”, oldhamite), none is immune from potential synthesis in low temperature conditions by weathering or bacterial action. The question arises, where several high temperature minerals co-exist, of whether there is a threshold number beyond which it is more likely that the suite was created by fire than by microbial action. Although these minerals are not normally reported in naturally- decayed guano,
and their presence individually is not diagnostic of burning, it could be argued that the presence of a suite of high temperature minerals such as these, rather than just a single high temperature mineral, could provide reasonably strong evidence for burning. However, it could equally be argued that this simply indicates a suite of complex microbial processes (such as might occur in the extremely complex biology and biochemistry of decaying guano).

The only mineral unquestionably (in our case) from burning is graphite. It is of interest that graphite was produced in only one, and not, as expected, in each, of our burning experiments. The char may more commonly change to amorphous carbon (Judai et al., 2016) which would not be detected by XRD. An interesting aside here is that the breakdown products of burning chitin is of relevance to researchers of urban and indoor air quality because chitin is regularly burned in grilling/charring of crustacean seafood. The dominant thermal breakdown product is acetamidodeoxyglucosan – 1,6-anhydro-2-acetamido-2-deoxyglucose – a compound that is proposed, by Simoneit et al. (2000), as a specific indicator for chitin burning emissions.

Research on the forms of pyrogenic carbon suggest that this may be a key to understanding whether guano has indeed burned, and led us to the idea that differentiation of the structure of the carbon, in particular the arrangement of aromatic rings, might well be a diagnostic tool for assessment of pyrogenicity of a deposit. For example, Wolf et al. (2013), by analysis of the chemical signature of charcoals, were able to differentiate, and thereby reconstruct, the temperature of maximum heating. The structure of C varies with the temperature of pyrolysis, pyrolysed biochar generally showing more organization the higher the temperature (Wiedemeier et al., 2015). Pyrogenic carbon has two aromatic C phases – the amorphous (randomly arranged aromatic rings) and the crystalline phase (turbrostratically arranged, condensed polyaromatic sheets) – both of which are influenced by pyrolysis conditions. Wiedemeier et al. (2015) review the various analytical techniques to allow differentiation of the degree of organization of carbon aromatic rings, specifically the aromaticity and the degree of aromatic condensation, since these will allow reconstruction of the highest temperature of char formation. These properties will vary with precursor materials, but, if guano ignition is to be proven, the chemistry of carbon may well be the best route for further research.

Spontaneous ignition

While the case of the Cioclovina Cave cannot be proven not to have spontaneously ignited, we must be wary of claims of such an event, since spontaneous or natural ignition in a cave environment (other than dry entrances) is probably extremely unlikely.

Moqbel et al. (2010) define ignition as rapid transition from exothermic oxidation to self-supported ignition. Many studies confirm that bacterial decomposition can heat materials only up to 60°C or so (e.g., Koivula et al., 2000; Rynk, 2000), and then the heat kills the bacteria. After this, combustion can only happen if exothermic chemical oxidation continues the heating process, to reach the ignition-point temperatures of 150-200°C required for smouldering fire. The relatively limited criteria that might allow spontaneous combustion (Rynk, 2000; Hänninen, 2017) include: relatively dry material (critical moisture content: 20-45%); large piles of material; ambient temperature above critical level (to restrict heat loss); and limited air flow (enough to supply oxygen for microbial action and chemical oxidation, but not enough to dissipate heat – material must be porous enough to allow limited air diffusion throughout).

Although the conditions required to trigger spontaneous ignition are rather stringent, the literature does suggest that it is not uncommon in artificially-created surface piles of organic matter (e.g., hay, dung, wood piles: Li et al., 2006; Hänninen, 2017). However, most of these circumstances are not relevant to cave guano accumulations. The majority of caves have significantly higher humidity than 20-44%. For example, even Cioclovina Cave, although described as a “dry” cave, has a reported relative humidity of ~75-95% (Onac et al., 2002) or 80-88% (Dumitraș et al., 2008). Even if microbial action in buried guano raised the temperature to 60°C or so, the extremely restricted air flow would not support the required subsequent oxidation (and the images from Cioclovina Cave of the layer that is claimed to have burned – Onac et al., 2007 – show that it is so extremely tightly compacted, buried between layers of clastic sediments, that we cannot envisage any possibility of sufficient air flow or oxygen diffusion to trigger or maintain chemical oxidation).

It is apparent from the literature that spontaneous fires in natural situations are rare, and not extensive. Even in anthropogenically-initiated in-situ peat fires, the burning extends to only ~100 cm depth (Usup et al., 2004), and the huge biomass of worldwide peat deposits across temperate and tropical environments attests to the absence or extreme rarity of spontaneous combustion over 10,000 year timescales. Even in caves that maintain very dry conditions, where decomposition can be essentially arrested for >10,000 years, fires are extremely unlikely without human intervention; for example, bat guano from Aden Crater, New Mexico, on which rested a ground sloth dated at 9,840 ± 160 yr BP (Simons & Alexander, 1964), retains the original unaltered structure of the fecal pellets.

It is apparent that there are few, if any, unambiguous examples of spontaneous fires in cave guano, especially in moist, buried guano. Most guano fires reported are in very dry caves in hot climates and are more likely to be associated with human activity. We thus argue that it is facile to invoke spontaneous ignition without stringent evidence. It is unfortunate that so many subsequent publications have latched onto the single example, Cioclovina Cave, Romania, where burning of guano may seem like a reasonable explanation for the two high temperature minerals found there.
CONCLUSION

For this research we posed the question: how can we recognize that guano has been burned from changes in morphology or changes in minerology? The results of our experimental burning at high temperatures (540°C) for extended duration (18 hours) show that the colour change is obvious; that, while many features were destroyed, a surprising number of the morphological features survived the treatment; that crystals were severely damaged by rapid dehydration; and that several high temperature minerals were produced, but only one of these, graphite, could be considered as diagnostic of burning.

- **Effect on colour and morphology:** The most obvious change in morphology at the macro-scale is that the lustrous brown material becomes dull black. The agglutinated faecal pellets lose their coherence. The grain size generally decreases. The grains tend to lose their distinctive morphology. All combustible dry organic matter, such as bat hair or plant matter, is destroyed. At the micro-scale, many of the features of individual insect parts are lost by burning. However, a surprising proportion of features survive, although compromised. The setae of insects may be lost or may become shrivelled. The heads and torsos of larger insects can often be recognized, although compromised.

- **Effect on crystals and minerology:** The most obvious change is that burning damages crystals during the process of very rapid dehydration (of gypsum to anhydrite, and of brushite to whithlockite). Crystals from the fresh guano show clean faces, while the burnt crystals show various states of alteration which opens up cracks and striations, and eventually breaks the larger crystals into smaller fragments. Overall, the burnt material has fewer large crystals. The production of graphite is the only unambiguous indicator of burning. Of the other potential high temperature minerals we created (giniite, bayerite, augelite, tridymite, smectite, and eventually breaks the larger crystals into smaller fragments. Overall, the burnt material has fewer large crystals. The production of graphite is the only unambiguous indicator of burning. Of the other potential high temperature minerals we created (giniite, bayerite, augelite, tridymite, oldhamite), we show that none is immune from potential synthesis in low temperature conditions by weathering or bacterial action, although, taken as a whole, the suite might be considered as reasonably strong evidence of burning. Future research will be required to assess whether the structure of the carbon in a deposit (specifically the aromaticity and the degree of aromatic condensation) will prove to be an unambiguous test of pyrogenicity.

- **Spontaneous ignition:** A survey of the conditions required for spontaneous ignition of organic matter suggests that it is extremely unlikely for this to occur in caves, contrary to the literature that continues to assert (usually citing the single case of Cioclovina Cave as definitive evidence) that cave guano regularly erupts into flame, reproducing this false meme like a virus. We conclude that any claim of spontaneous ignition of cave guano must be rigorously supported by plausible evidence.
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